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ALL SYSTEMS GO

The College of Engineering is moving ahead in
its role of enhancing the quality of life in the last
quarter of the twentieth century. It is doing this by
training new engineers to tackle the toughest jobs
of all time. This is how it does its part in solving
energy shortages, environmental disruptions, food
shortages, and many other crises situations now,
and yet to come. Through its graduates solutions
will come, thus improving the quality of life.

For the college to do this important preparatory
job though, proper tools must be used. This quarter
has brought about a substantial breakthrough in
this regard. The college now has an extensive com-
puting center located within its confines, in 653
Baldwin Hall. The center contains: 2 Datel ter-
minals, 4 teletype terminals, remote card reader
and line printer for S.W.O.R.C.C. IBM 370, and
keypunch machines. This center is open to any stu-
dent from 7:30 a.m. to 10:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday, and from 7: 30 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Saturday. Depending upon response and financing,
this center may only be temporary. This center will
save many from the long trip to Beecher. All stu-
dents should utilize our computing center to the
fullest, to avoid losing this valuable addition. Let's
use it!

This magazine heartily endorses this computing
center as an important step in meeting the educa-
tional needs of the students. In doing this, the col-
lege is also meeting the needs of the nation by pro-
viding better educated graduates.

Jim Siekermann ChE '75

This issue's cover by Terry
O'Hara depicts our feature
article, "Solar Heat."
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Dear Editor, Dear Ms. J. E. Lee,

I am sure you are aware of present endeavors Thank you for your letter (of which there
on the part of the federal and state governments were many) concerning the summer '74 issue. Your
and American industry to make equal employment criticism caused some comment on our staff, and
opportunity a reality . You must also be aware that we would like to point out some items to you.
this monumental effort far exceeds laws and First of all, since you aren't listed as a student of
regulations; this effort includes changing the the University of Cincinnati, your concern is
stereotyped roles of females and minorities. Being inappropriate. This is a publication for the
a state-funded university of great stature, the students, written by the students and "this column
University of Cincinnati has a responsibility to the is open to anyone at the University." It is not a
community and to industry to promote this goal. purely technical journal. For the present, we have

I recently reviewed the summer 1974 issue of discontinued "Engine Charlie", but this was caused
the University of Cincinnati publication, The Co- by student input by way of correspondence and an
operative Engineer. I was shocked by the incon- evaluation. Furthermore, I am insulted that you
gruency between DC's assumed commitment in consider the photos of Miss Ghezzi to "depict the
this area and the actual evidence provided by this University's view of women's roles in engineering."
publication. I found particularly incongruent the We on the staff have never stated so. I would like
center page photographic study entitled, "Engine to know how you could make up such a story.
Charlie's Italian Delight." Does this article accu- Finally, I do not feel that you are qualified to
rately depict the University's view of women's evaluate our format. Apparently you know little of
roles in engineering? At a time when industry and the College of Engineering and even less about our
government are fighting to change role stereotypes, magazine. Why not stop by and let us explain a few
is this article evidence of DC's compliance with things.
that effort?

A responsible university should not only teach
its engineering students the technical knowledge Brent Stiles
which will contribute to their success in industry
but should also attempt to instill attitudes which
are congruent with those of industry and which
will contribute to the success of graduate
engineers.

In my opinion, a review of the format of this
publication is in order.

Sincerely,

J. E. Lee
EDITOR'S NOTE: This column is open to anyone
at the University, whether he is a student or fac-
ulty member, in or out of the College of Engineer-
ing. Letters may be concerned with anything you
feel our readership would be interested in. All
letters must be signed, but names will be withheld
on request. Please also include your organizational
affiliation. Address them to:

Editor, The Cooperative Engineer
Room 643, Baldwin Hall
University of Cincinnati
Cincinnati, Ohio 45219
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The Co-op Primer : Part 2

Stephen A. Lang
ChE '75

INTRODUCTION: To those of you who If you wish to favorably control your future,
have not read Part I of the Co-op Primer, I wish knowledge of your personal goals and the motivat-
you would. I think you'll find it easier to under- ions behind them is essential. This is far easier said
stand the purpose and the tone of my writing, if than done, for one must honestly ask himself
you do so. what amount of the future do you wish to control

Part I dealt with introducing models or and what are your true capabilities? In this light
generalizations on the subject of basic job orient- then, the co-op program with its experiences and
ation for a co-op student. These models attempted realities provides the major influence to the devel-
to show the future or present co-op, what type of opment of the co-op consciousness, as will be
environment he is really in. The co-op's experience shown.
usually develops into something he never before For many people this process of
dreamed existed. The situations that a co-op self-realization comes after graduation or a few
experiences within a company structure often are years of work. For these people, the realization
beyond comprehension from either their that they have wasted the major portion of their
complexity or stupidity, but that's business. last 5-7 years, comes as a shock and they must then

The roles of experience, frustration and effi- struggle with their current environment and frust-
cient communications were also presented as major ration creeps into the picture again. Thus it seems,
factors contributing to a co-op enjoying or dis- the sooner one can address himself to truly honest
liking his job. Of these three factors, I feel that goals and or realize the basic personal motivations
efficient communications plays a dominant role, behind them, the better chance he has at fulfilling
no matter what your job is. Without efficient them and enjoying it. Often goals are simple to
communications, the chances of someone formu- choose, other times the decision is one of many
lating incorrect thoughts about you as a co-op and different variables. This area will be explored later
an individual are great. Obviously, if someone bases in the primer.
future conceptions on an originally false premise Part 2 then, will describe the typical realities
in evaluating you, the end results are going to be of the co-op program in school and work quarters
detrimental to your future. and the changeover interval. Dominant throughout

Throughout a co-op career, you are exposed to are the constant choices that are presented to the
various potentially challenging environments in coop. This leads into the topic of personal matur-
school, work and life, but whether this is fully ity and the areas of organization and role develop-
realized, is usually dealt with by time and exper- ment. Finally an extension of maturity will be
ience. Thus another goal of the co-op primer takes introduced, this extention I am labelling the
shape, the development of the "Co-op Conscious- "Professional Student." Its definition takes on
ness" or the self-realization of role, purpose, more meanings than you might at this time
motivations and goals. If this realization process realize, so I would like to ask you to consult a
can be speeded up by better orientation, then the dictionary to be properly orientated. If you don't,
product of the co-op program, experienced engi- my future generalizations may not appear valid and
neers, can only be improved in overall quality. will lose the meaning that I am intending, but

that's your point of view!
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PART 2
THE DEVELOPMENT OF

THE CO-OP CONSCIOUSNESS

As I have experienced it, the main realities of So, what are the means of developing a good
the co-op program generally revolve around the schedule? Some people prefer to simply attend a
daily, and weekly scheduling of time during a week of class before deciding. More often than not
quarter and the changeover periods. By the effici- you get the idea of the relative difficulty a class
ent use of time or more importantly, by simply not schedule imposes after one or two class periods.
wasting your time, the pressures of a typical school Although the first week of class proves to be a
or work quarter can be greatly reduced. Since you prime time for reading ahead in your books, the
do not start co-oping until after 3 or 4 school first week is also complicated by lines at the
quarters, a description of typical realities of a bookstores, meeting new prople and renewing
school quarter and the factors you must balance to friendships, organizing your room and personal
get through a quarter will be presented first. affairs, etc. thus a prime consideration for a good

The first reality of any school quarter is, for schedule is seen, flexibility.
engineers, your basic preconstructed class schedule. Basically, for the most flexibility you must
While those in other colleges must hassle with organize your schedule from a weekly standpoint.
filling requirements properly, scheduling classes If you do not start with the first week and
and alternatives, and not being able to sometimes continue to re-evaluate or reconsider parts of your
take needed courses, the engineering college pro- schedule, don't be surprized if the 6th or 7th week
vides its students with their up to date schedule comes around and you are suddenly forced to
and the choice of a 3 hr. elective for most of the adopt a new pressure influenced schedule. To get
five-year program. Thus, whether you like it or not, all your work done for all classes in the remaining
it is not unusual to end up with a schedule of five three weeks of class plus learning new material can
eight-o'clock classes or a Tuesday and Thursday of very easily cause more pressure than expected. It is
school from eight-o'clock to five-o'clock with a only necessary for one of a variety of things to go
half hour break for lunch or having a day with 3 wrong and your original pressure influenced sche-
classes separated by two hour breaks between each dule takes on greater and greater pressure as exams
class. Each quarter, the there inevitably is some get closer. The end result is usually frustration at
strange quirk in your schedule that ends up spacing your situation, which makes everything worse. The
your day out, exhausting you, or disrupting your only salvation lies in knowing it will all be over
concentration and producing wasted time. Sche- when you walk out of your final exam.
duling then becomes a necessity. Are you spending Being more specific, a weekly schedule must
that hour or two hour break between classes be organized with you at the center. You are an
fruitfully or are you walking to and from your individual under totally individual influences.
dorm or hanging out in the Union playing cards Thus, just because someone else' doesn't study or
and waiting for you next class. As it turns out studies all the time, it doesn't mean that you have
there are choices to be made for every hour of to go about learning in the same way or need to. If
every week during a school quarter, the question you can develop or know the most efficient way
you must ask then is, are your choices productive for yourself to study then you must evaluate other
or disruptive? methods and possibly take good methods from

The answer to this question can be answered your classmates and integrate them into your own
from various points of view. If you choose to go methods, Since this is a function of experience it is
drinking instead of doing your homework, you hard to describe any further.
may make friends and you may make enemies but Not to be overlooked in planning a schedule is
either way you'll still be frustrated when you find the health of your mind and body but more often
yourself pulling an all-nighter and getting sleepy than not your health takes a backseat to getting
and bogged down in a set of problems due the next your work done. If you are falling asleep while
class period or that will be covered on a test. On reading your books, you're wasting your time
the other hand, spending that hour or two hour because you probably won't remember anything
break between classes reading your textbooks will and physically you'd be better off concentrating
prove to be very helpful to grades and under- on sleeping. If the work you're doing is due the
standing the material but not very conducive to next day, you're in worse shape since you are
general campus involvement or perhaps girl watch- pushing yourself deeper into poor health and poor
ing. Thus the knowledge of motiviations and goals grades.
comes into perspective for developing a practical
and flexible schedule.
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By defining specific times for studying, sleep- To complete this short description of the
ing and eating, it soon becomes obvious that your co-op program, the change-over periods must be
personal time for leisure may become almost briefly looked at. Once again the co-op is faced
nonexistant if you want to get the most out of with a group of decisions based upon personal and
your schooling. Thus evaluating your education economic factors. The change-over period may be
and the needs from your education presents itself 2 days or 3-1/2 weeks, the employer may ask the
for consideration. Do you value the specific know- co-op to come back as soon as possible or stay as
ledge or the overall learning experience gained long as possible, the co-op may desire vacation
from 4 or 5 years at college? This I will cover later time or working time, which equals money. The
in the co-op primer. co-op must decide how to best spend his time and

The main point I wish to draw from this how valuable is his time to both himself and his
previous discussion, is the value judgement between employer.
personal and school responsibilities. Whether the Thus, as a dominant theme throughout his
choice is made either way, the choice in itself poses career, the co-op is constantly alternating his work
as a step in the development of the co-op con- and school experiences, gathering in new know-
sciousness, and personal maturity. The choice ledge and applying it when possible and contin-
yields knowledge through experience. This brings uously is faced with choices of expanding diversity.
us to the realities of a work quarter, where Contrast this to a non-eo-oping student of the same
knowledge through experience is a prime factor in age and the evidence of a co-op consciousness and
staying on top of your situation. greater personal maturity is undoubtably there. As

The choices confronting a co-op on his work always, though there are exceptions to the rule and
quarter represent the major reinforcement of the thus to explain why some people fail to grow or
co-op's consciousness in terms of personal motivat- mature as fully as their peers, we must look back
ions and goals. What does one do between leaving to the realization of role, purpose, motivations,
work one day and returning the next morning? The and goals.
situation usually helps to define personal priorities. If this realization is there, it is explained as
The diversity of activities possible to the co-op are personal maturity, if the realization is not there it
mainly limited by his environment, imagination, is labelled immaturity and takes on a negative
motivations and the fact that he should be at work connotation. At this point then, I am introducing
the next morning to perform his duties or at least the term "Professional Student" as an alternative
appear to be performing his duties. This choice to the mature or immature terms so often used.
then constitutes a main- reality for all co-ops. If Recalling the definitions of professional, the most
you wish to take work home with you, fine, if you widely held definition is related to a certain type
wish to do absolutely nothing, fine. Priorities soon of career such as Engineering, Law, Teaching, etc.,
establish: food, an avocation, women, racing to a and left at that. Looking deeper into the meaning
store before it closes, driving 100 miles to a city of professional enables you to see why someone
for some entertainment, the list is as diverse as the refuses to define the self-realization terms of role,
co-ops. purpose, motivations and goals. He simply does

Another reality of being a co-op is purely not accept them as necessary, in his opinion
economic. Compared to the majority of college he may claim other facets of life as those most
students, the co-op is changing his schedule every 3 important or most controlling of his future. He has
months, and is making $2500 per quarter or per 2 learned through experience or rather, interpreted
quarters of work, and his money problems are on a his experiences and now stands firmly in belief,
larger scale. It seems that wherever there is money, any attempts to change his conception may often
there are people looking to take it away; fiscal force him to defend his beliefs. It boils down to
responsibilities such as credit cards, insurance and being able to honestly evaluate yourself and your
health programs are excellent in establishing credit situation and environment.
ratings enabling the co-op to spend even more of This, then brings us to the end of Part 2 and
his money or future money. It is not surpirzing the beginning of Part 3 of the Co-op Primer. Part 3
that most co-ops try to save their money but will explore goals, self evaluation, and evaluation
ultimately spend part of it on some personal of your education. Think about the diversity of the
pleasure such as a stereo or car. professional student, and I hope you will agree on

the term, it will be helpful to you for self
evaluation.
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Some companies still start you off course, that you're judged entirely sources are great, our day-to-day
with a number of weeks of training on performance. And grow as fast operations are highly decentralized.
courses. Then a number of months as your ability allows. That you'll find a shirt-sleeve, first-
in one department. A number in If you're a mechanical or chemical name feeling of openness, where you
another. And so on. engineer, or chemist who'd welcome know and work with the people who

Not Celanese. We're still growing this kind of professional freedom, make the decisions. And a lot more
toofast tofusswith that sort of thing. we'd especially like to talk to you now. about why you'll find Celanese a good

We won't crank you through a We'll tell you that Celanese ranks place to carve out a rewarding career.
long, tedious training program. among the top five U.S. chemical Have your placement officer set up
You'll be assigned immediately to a companies. That sales are over 1.5 an interview. Or write to Dr. S. T.
project, one that tests and develops billion dollars annually. That we Clark, Celanese, Celanese Building,
your skills. It's your project. Your have large and· expanding stakes in 1211 Avenue of the Americas,
responsibility. If you need help, you'll four important high-technology in- New York, N.Y 10036.
get it. But nobody will be breathing dustries-fibers, chemicals, plastics
down your neck. This means, of and coatings. That, although our re-

aElAN ES EAn equal opportunity employer mil



Solar Heat

JOE BOHLEN

SAM GREENE

MICHAEL KELLY

In the light of recent energy shortages, alterna- stronger background in radiant heat transfer is
tive methods of supplying energy have been investi- required for its solution; thus we shall assume an
gated. One very promising area has been the outside pipe temperature of 1750F. It is on this
harnessing of solar energy. It is in this field that we basis that future calculations shall be carried out.
have undertaken our research, most specifically ·in But it is not the temperature of the outside of
the application of heating a home. the pipe that we are interested in, it is the

Our initial calculations supply us with infor- temperature of the fluid, namely Tbulk. In the
mation concerning the heat necessary to warm a "Fluid Temperature" section of this report we see
typical family room. Subsequent calculations detail that by another energy balance we may determine
out the information necessary to heat this room the temperature of the fluid as 162.60F.
using solar energy. It should be pointed out that Having determined the temperature of the
the solar heating system is intended to be an fluid in the reflector area we may proceed towards
auxiliary source of heat; no storage capacity has the determination of the radiator. First we must
been included, thus on cloudy days the system remember that there will be a heat loss due to
would be inoperable. convection acting on the pipe between the reflcc-

Reading through the section on the heating tor and the radiator. This calculation is carried out
loss of the family room, we see that approximately in the section "Pipe Insulation" which includes, as
41,000 BTU /HR are necessary to heat this room. the title might indicate, a summary of the effect of
However, we are not yet ready to look into the insulating the pipe.
solar heater. We must first determine the amount Having determined the heat loss as 36.7
of energy that the sun makes available to us. This BTU/HR-FT and assuming a 20' length of pipe
calculation is carried out in the section" Available between the reflector and the radiator we see that
Solar Energy." From this we see that the sun gives the total heat loss through the pipe will be 734
us 119 BTU/HR-FT2=Gn. BTU/HR. If we use this value to determine the

This value Gn is not the amount of radiant temperature of the fluid at the radiator inlet we
heat energy striking the pipes however. In our find that this new Tbulk is 153.20F. Having this
application we use a parabolic trough to capture figure in mind we may proceed to the section titled
the sun's rays. A glass top was also considered, "Radiator" to find the required radiator area and
both to eliminate convection losses and facilitate the temperature of the fluid as it leaves the core of
cleaning. Taking these two factors into account, we the radiator.
have Gn' = energy striking pipes ='Ycover 'Prcflector We found in the "Radiator" section that the
material Gn. We have 'Ycover = .8 (value for glass) outlet temperature of the water was 107.60F. We
and Preflector material = .92 (value for polished wish to calculate the heat loss in the pipe that
aluminum). We note that the cover term is optional returns the fluid to the reflector from the radiator.
and becomes 1 if the cover is not employed. We again assume that there is a 20' 'length of pipe

In order to find the surface temperature of the between the two bodies. We also assume that this
pipe, we perform an energy analysis using the pipe is insulated. Borrowing from the section "Pipe
electrical network analogy concept. This is found Insulation" and noting that the summation of the
in the section "Energy Analysis". From this resistances will not change for the return pipe
section we see that the problem at hand is not a application we calculate the heat loss as
trivial one and the solution is not obvious. A much q=20 (107.6-12)/4.1=466 BTU/HR.

10 COOPERATIVE ENGINEER



We are now in a position to calculate the total and as was previously mentioned is 6" thick. We
area of reflector required to heat the room. As we assume that to=320F. This leaves us with a value of
saw in the "Family Room Heat Loss" section it q=4.9-381.S-(7S-32)/.S=13397 BTU/HR. The floor
takes 41 ,000 BTU /HR to keep the room warm. and ceiling have the same area and to=400F. These
But there is also the heat loss in the pipes to val u esc 0 m bin e tog i v e
consider. The total heat loss of the transfer piping q-.28-381.5-(75-40)/.5=1495S BTU/HR.
is 734 BTU/HR + 466 BTU/HR = 1200 BTU/HR. From the sketch of the room; we see that the
Thus the total amount of heat that the reflector north and south walls have the same area. We find
must provide is 41,000 + 1200 = 42200 BTU/HR. this area by taking the total area of the side of the
Recalling from the section "Available Solar room and subtracting the area of the door and the
Energy" and the section "Fluid Temperature" that areas of the windows. This leaves us with a total
the value of Gn'is 108.3 BTU/HR-FT2 we may area for both walls of 279.4 FT2. The area of the
determine the required area as 42200/108.3 = 390 east wall is the total area minus that of the
FT2. fireplace. This yields 93.7 FT2. The west wall area

As general interest information we shall in- is 159.7, yielding a total wall area of 532.8 FT2.
elude some of the notes that we compiled in our Combining this and our previous information gives
study. These notes give some idea of the complica- q=.108122·S32.8·(75-12)=3629 BTU/HR.
tions involved, the degree of sophistication that we The total heat loss for the room is merely the
feel is possible given the appropriate amount of sum of the individual heat losses that were just
technological background and sufficient time to computed. Thus we have, for the room, q=40606
work out the details, and possible ways to improve BTU/HR.
on the rather simplistic design that we executed.

F AMIL Y ROOM HEAT LOSS

In our calculations we shall assume a room
temperature of 750F, an outside air temperature of
120F (typical for the Cincinnati area for the winter
months) and a wind velocity of 7.5 MPH (also
typical for Cincinnati).

We shall calculate the heat loss for the room
using the two basic formulas q=UA(ti-to) and
q=kA(ti-to)/6 x. All variables carry the standard
heat transfer notation.

We shall list the applicable values of k and U.
Assuming single pane glass windows, thin wood
panels and storm door protection, we have U=.39
for the doors. For the single pane, outside ex-
posure windows, U=I.13. For the fireplace,
k=6.96. For the tile floor, which rests on a 6"
concrete pad, we have k=4.9. For the corkboard
panel ceiling with attic air at a tempera ture of
400F above it we have k=.28. The walls are
composite walls; they consist of .25" walnut
paneling, 2" of fiberglas insulation, .25" of celotex
and 16 gao aluminum siding. This provides an
overall U value of .108122.

We shall now compute each q value for the
room. For this information we shall be able to
calculate the overall heat loss of the room. There
are two doors with a total area of 39.5 FT2. Thus
we have q=.39·39.5· (75-12)=970.5 BTU/HR.
There are six windows with a total area of 79.8
FT2. This yields q=1.13·79.8·(75-12)=5681 BTU/
HR. The fireplace is 6" thick and has a total area
of 27 FT2. 'rhis gives q=6.96·27-(75-12)/.5=1973
BTU/HR. The floor has a total area of 381.5 FT2
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AVAILABLE SOLAR ENERGY

Outside the earth's atmosphere the sun pro-
vides 442 BTU/HR-FT2. This quantity, known as
the solar constant Go varies according to the time
of year. In midwinter it reaches a value of 457
BTU/HR-FT2 and it is on this figure that we shall
base our calculations, since the heater would be
employed mainly in the winter months.

Our basic equation is Gn=Go·Ya·m where Go is
as was previously defined, 'Ya is the transmission
coefficient for unit air mass, m=relative air mass
=actual path of sun's rays/shortest path of sun's
rays-secant Z, z=zenith distance and Gn=incident
available radiation. We shall use a value of .7 forla
(on a cloudy day the value is .62, on a clear day

FAMILY
ROOM



the value is .81, this assuming most days to be a
combination of both we obtain -Ya=.7). To deter-
mine m we must first determine z. To do this we
employ the equation cos z = sin ep sin 0 s + cos ep
cos () s cos h where =latitude of the position in
question (in this case Cincinnati), ()s=solar declina-
tion and h=hour angle. For Cincinnati, ep =520

(latitude is measured from the zenith). The solar
declination varies from 230 26' 19" on December
21 to 00 01' 52" on March 21. In our calculations
we shall assume an average value of 120 30". The
hour angle varies 150/HR of sun time; values of
sunrise are 7: 18 AM on December 21 to 6: 03 AM
on March 21; values of sunset are 4:38 PM on
December 21 to 6: 13 PM on March 21. We see that
during this time there are approximately 9.5 - 12
hours of daylight. We shall employ a value of 10.75
hours of daylight with a resulting hour angle value
of 81 o. (This corresponds to a middle of the day
value of 5.375 hours.)

We are now in a position to calculate cos z and
thus determine z. We have cos z = sin ep sin ()s + cos
ep cos {)s cos h = sin 520 sin 120 30" + cos 520 cos
120 30" cos 81° = .26459. Taking the arc cos
yields z-74° 40".

Knowing the zenith angle we may now com-
pute the incident' radiation. Recalling our basic
equation we obtain Gn=457".7secant 740 40" =
475-.73.7817 = 119 BTU/HR-FT2. This figure
refers to projected area normal to the sun.

ENERGY ANALYSIS

From the sketch included we may determine
which surfaces see which other surfaces. We ob-
serve that surface I, the imaginary emitter, sees
surfaces 2 & 4. Surface 2, the reflector surface, sees
surfaces 3 & 1. Surface 3, the pipe, sees surfaces 2
& 4. Finally, surface 4, the radiation shield, sees
surfaces 3 & 1. To aid in our understanding of the
heat transfer process that is occurring, we include
an electrical network analogy. Several terms need
to be defined. Of major importance is J = radiosity
= total radiation which leaves a surface per unit
time and per unit area; Eb = emissive power of the
body; E = emissivity and Fab = shape factor. As
usual, A denotes area.

The electrical anology enables us to obtain the
pertinent heat transfer rates. We shall include only
the ones we are interested in, namely those of the
pipe. We have qgain=(J2-J3)/(1/A2F23) +
(J4-J3)/(I/A4F43). We also have qnet = (Eb2-
Eb3)/(1-E3)/E3A3 + (I/A2F23) + (I-E2)/E2A2) +
(Eb4-Eb3)/(( l > E4)/ E4A4 + (I/A3F34) +
(I-E3)/E3A3). Now Eb = O'Tb4 so we may write
qnet = a (T24-T34)/((1-E3)/E3A3 + (I/A2F23) +
(1-E2)/E2A2) + u(T44-T34)/((1-E4)/E4A4 + (1/A3
F34) + (I-E3)/E3A3). It is T3 that we are interest-
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ed in solving for. Unfortunately, we are unable to
do so with our present technical background. The
main body of the paper explains our solution to
this problem.

-.. .....
ELECTRICAL ANALOGY

FLUID TEMPERATURE

It is best to approach the problem of the fluid
temperature derivation from the standpoint of an
energy balance. We see that the energy striking the
pipe (qrad) is equal to the energy loss through
conduction through the pipe and convection due
to the surrounding air. We note at this time if the
cover is used, the convection term will become
zero as the enclosure will be sealed. In equation
form we have qrad = 'Iconduction + qconvection.
We have already determined Gn' ~ 108.3BTU/
HR-FT2. The top of the reflector is 3' 6' for an
area of 18 FT2. Thus qradiation = 108.3 18 = 1949
BTU/HR. The general equation for conduction is q
= kA(T2-Tl)~x. In our case k = .27 for a steel pipe,
~x = .1" and A =7r·d·l=7r·l.2-72/144 = 1.88 FT2_
(We note that the six 3/8" diameter pipes have
been replaced by a single I" diameter pipe to
facilitate ease in our calculations.) For convection
we have qconvectian = hA(T2-Tl) where h = 5 and
Tair = 120F.

Combining the results obtained above we may
solve for the temperature of the pipe. We have
1949 = .27·1.88·(175-Tl)/.1/12 + 5·1.88'(175-12).
Solving for Tj (the temperature at the inside of the
pipe) yields T1=1680F. Performing a second
energy balance to obtain the bulk temperature of
the fluid we get qconduction = qconvection. OUf
new value of h is 50, corresponding to an approxi-
mate value of forced convection for water. We may
now solve for Tbulk. We have kA(Toutside-
Tinside)/ .1 x = hA(Tinside-Tbulk). Substituting our
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values yields .27 ·1.88'(175-168)/(.1/12) =
50.1.57'(168-Tbulk). Solving this equation for
Tbulk leaves us with a value of 162.60F. We note
that this is the temperature of the fluid in the
reflector region.

PIPE INSULATION

In this section we wish to determine the heat
loss between the reflector and the radiator, namely
the heat loss per foot of transfer piping. We shall
perform this calculation both for the pipe being
insulated and for the pipe being noninsulated to
indicate whether or not the benefits of insulation
are enough to offset the additional trouble it
would take to install.

As was done with the energy balance, an
electrical analogy shall be employed to aid in the
understanding of the heat transfer process that is
occurring.

Initially we determine the heat loss without
the insulation. The heat loss is due to convection
effects and the governing equation in this case will
be q/1 = (T2-T1 )/summation of the resistances as
shown on the sketch. As before, h ] = 50 and A] =
.2618·1, thus h1A1 = 13.09·1 where 1 is in feet. In
a similar manner, ~x/k2A2 = (.1)/(.27·1'77"-1.2) =
.0982/1 and h3A3 = 5'77"'1.21/12=1.57·1. We may
now compute the summation of the resistances as
1/h1A1 + ~x/k2A2 + 1/h3A3 = 1/13.09'1 +
.0982/1 + 1/1.57·1 = .0764/1 + .0982/1 + .637/1 =
.8116/1. As has been previously computed, Tbulk
is 162.6oF. We also saw earlier that the outside air
temperature is 120F. This yields a result of q =
( 162.6-1 2)/ (.8 116/ 1) = 150.6 1/ .8 116 = 185 .5 .1.
In a form as we originally intended we have q/1
185.5BTU/HR.

If we take into account the addition of a layer
of insulation (in our case we shall assume a .5"
thick layer of fiberglas insulation) we will merely
add a resistance. The new electrical analogy is as
shown and we have as our new resistance term
~x/k4A4 = .5/.022-77"'2.2 1 = 3.288/1. This yields
an overall new resistance of .8116/1 + 3.288/1 =
4.1/1. This gives a new q = 150.6/(4.1/1). In the
desired form we obtain q/1 = 36.7 BTU/HR.

From the above calculations we see that with
insulation the heat transfer is 1/5 that of the heat
transfer without insulation. The advantage is ob-
vious.

ANALOGY WITHOUT INSULATION

ANALOGY WITH INSULATION

RADIATOR

As has been previously determined in the main
body of the paper the temperature of the water at
the inlet of the radiator is 153 .20F. Besides this we
know that our pump has a capacity of 900
1bm/HR, our fan has a capacity of 1500 CFM
(6876 1bm/HR), and our air temperature before it
passes through the radiator is 60°F. In addition we
know that the value of cp for air is .24 while that
of water is 1.

We have three quantities that we must deter-
mine, the outlet temperatures of both the water
and the air and also the area of the radiator
required to provide 41,000 BTU/HR. We employ
the equation q=mcp~T. For our application we
have 41,000 = 6876- .24 (Toutlet-60) which, when
solved for Toutlet yields a value of 84.80P. In a
similar manner we have 41,000 =
900·1 (153.2-Toutlet) which yields a value of
107.60F for Toutlet-

Armed with these outlet temperatures we may
proceed to determine the radiator area. We use
what is known in heat transfer as the NTU method
to solve this problem.

Initially we determine t = ~ Tmin/(Tmax
in-Tmin in) where the water is the minimum fluid.
Thus we have ~ = (153.2-107.6)/(153.2-60) = .489.
We also calculate Cmin/Cmax as 900/1650 = .545.
With these two values and the aid of figure 10-15
from J. P. Holman's HEAT TRANSFER book we
determine a value for NTU = .8. Knowing that
NTU=UA/Cmin where U is an average overall
heat-transfer coefficient (in this case assumed to be
40 BTU/HR-FT2-0F) and recalling Cmin as 900 we
may determine the area of the radiator as A =
.8 900/40 = 18 FT2. This area would provide us
with the necessary heat transfer to heat the room.
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Susan Arters
ChE '78

The development of the branch of engineering side of a hill. (Eupalinus also owns the distinction,
known as chemical engineering owes its birth to thanks to Heroditus, of being the first recorded
three simultaneous and related phenomena. These civil engineer.) Aqueducts illustrate one of the
are 1) the rise of chemistry as a legitimate and cases in which the Romans "borrowed" an idea
valuable scientific discipline; 2) the organization from Greece and then greatly improved it. One
and solidification of engineering as a profession; particularly ingenious arrangement is seen in a
and 3) the rapid growth of industry in general and IOO-mile aqueduct in Libya. It carried both water
the chemical industries in particular. and olive oil, a major expert of the area. The oil,

Engineering is a profession as old as recorded which never mixes with water, was just skimmed
history. In fact, engineering is as old as man. off the top at the end of the run.
Everyone who is or has been can boast of some Ingenuity plays perhaps the most important
small engineering skill, for engineering is "the art role in engineering of any kind. Frank Gilbreth and
of utilizing the forces of nature for the use and his wife Lillian revolutionized industrial engineer-
convenience of man." Loosely applied, this defini- ing with their innovative studies on efficiency and
tion will fit anyone who has hung out laundry to motion. In the fourth century A.D. a mernoran-
dry in the sun or caught rainwater in a barrel. Of dum, written by Anonymous, entitled De Rebus
course, engineering encompasses much more than Bellicis, contained, among many other "labor-
that. I t is the application of the principles of saving devices", a discussion on a "motorized"
science to practical problems in industry, construe- boat having no oars or sails but having oxen in the
tion, and manufacture. hull which drove a rotating capstan and six paddle

Chemical engineering, then, applies the prin- wheels. Although hardly time-saving, it was indeed
ciples of chemistry, physics and mathematics (it is labor-saving and very inventive.
the only engineering discipline with foundations in As gunpowder made its mark in Europe after
three sciences) to the chemical industries. The Marco Polo returned from China, the death-knell
definition of a chemical engineer as approved by of the fuedal system was sounded. Also the
the Council of the American Institute of Chemical demand for gunpowder produced a healthy interest
Engineers is? in its manufacture and in the processing of its raw

A chemical engineer is a professional man materials. Many then desired even more funda-
experienced in the design, construction, and opera- mental knowledge and began to study the materials
tion of a plant and works in which matter themselves - the different types, their characteris-
undergoes a change of state and composition. tics, and their uses.

Characteristics of chemical engineer are; I) Little else happened until the sixteenth
intimate knowledge of the chemical industry and century, when men's minds achieved sudden free-
how it works, its methods, problems and so on, 2) dom and were loosed into all disciplines of
use of analytic techniques to solve problems, and thoughts. The results were much the same whether
application of scientific knowledge and principles one talks of philosophy, religion, or science. The
towards the roots of difficulty, 3) sound engineer- mind sought ordered paths of learning through
ing background. experiement and empirical analysis. Science more

Primative engineering constituted what is now and more became an admirable activity, no longer
termed civil, mechanical, military, and metal- the folly of idle hands or madmen. Roger Bacon,
lurgical engineering. In many instances the word the leading scientific figure of the' time aimed his
"engineer" could very easily be used instead of life towards institutionalizing science and, until his
"architect". In ancient Rome the two were so death in 1626, held a dream of a college of
often one and the same that the Latin word for scientists dedicated to pure scientific research,
engineer came to be architectura, Back in acient their goal being "to effect all things possible".
Greece, in Samas, Eupalinus of Megara constructed The interest in science spread, but as illus-
an aquedust that was semen furlongs long, either trated by the eliteness of Bacon's dream, it
feet high, eight feet wide" and ran. partly thru the remained the province of intellectuals and aristo-
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crats. Chemistry was not even recognized as a of those lectures. Also, certain trade publications
separate discipline of science at all but as an achieved prominence: the Chemical Trade Journal,
offshoot of medicine or metallurgy. Only in the established 1887, and the Journal oj' the Society of
late eighteenth century and the early 1800's did Chemical Industry (which in 1922 became Che-
chemistry as a science come to be respected in its mistry and Industry).
own right. It also took that long a time for the In America, engineering took a slightly differ-
sciences to lose their intellectual snobbery. For ent course, not concerning itself with theory but
example, not until 1747 did the University of rather with decicive action and results. This is true
Glasgow initiate English lectures in chemistry in general of the chemical industry in America.
instead of the traditional Latin. Experience was the final authority at all times.

Throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth Empirical methods and progmatism were the keys;
centuries, not only did science make tremendous theory was a bauble to dangle in front of one's
advances but mathematics energed as a useful and face. However, the situation reversed somewhat as
vital tool, "an instrument for application to physi- European engineers immigrated to the U.S.
cal problems". Through the influence of these immigrants, more

By the late 1700's, after two hundred years of emphasis was placed upon the application of the
fundamental study, the time was ripe to put the fundamental precepts of chemistry to the chemical
amassed knowledge into practical use. In England processes involved in industry. Therein lies the
the situation was especially prime, for, despite the birth of chemical engineering - this sudden
loss of the American colonies, she was prosperous awareness of the need of a more thorough know-
and had many available resources. It was here that ledge and ability. During most of the 1800's the
the Industrial Revolution started, and with it came need was filled by chemists having a limited
the concept of engineering as a fund of organized education or some sort of experience in mechanical
knowledge. Engineers were in demand as inventors, engineering (these were called industrial chemists),
craftsmen, technicians, and builders. It was in this or by mechanical engineers who somewhere along
time that the phrase "civil engineer" was coined. the line absorbed a smattering of chemical
John Smeation, a constructor of lighthouses, principles. One reason that it took so long for the
among other structures, employed the term to ranks of chemical engineers to separate from those
differentiate his work from that of the military. of the chemists industrial chemists, and mechanical

The engineering profession gelled quickly. In engineers is that the chemical engineering concept
1818, England's Enstitution of Civil Engineers was and method was applied on an individual basis to
founded, followed later by the Institution of each process, and not integrated into the whole of
Mechanical Engineers in 1847. the chemical industry. A soda-ash plant would have

Throughout Europe, the first engineering its special expert on operations, usually trained
schools were the poly technical schools. The poly- within the industry. The fuel industries had their
technics sought to go one step further than the division of engineers, the coal-tar dye industry
mechanical and industrial schools of the time, theirs, and never was it conceded that these
which were similar to the vocational or trade specialists had something in common which, if
schools of today. They were developed to train properly developed, would produce a breed of
young men to combine the principles of applied engineers trained for entry into any aspect of the
science, notably applied chemistry, with the mec- chemical industry. However, once the idea was
hanics of operating and managing a growing sown it grew and blossomed splendidly. In
chemical industry. The most notable of these England, little was done outside the work of G. E.
schools are the Ecole Poly technique of France, Davis and the Manchester Technical School. One
founded in 1794, a system of German schools can tell from the name of the professional society,
called the Technische Hoschulen, founded 1825, the Society of Chemical Industry, th-at Britain had
the Swiss Eidgenossische Technische Hoschschule, no desire to extend engineering into that field, for
1855, and Great Britain's Royal School of Mines, the name was originally drafted with "engineers"
founded in 1853 when the Royal College of in place of "Industry". In America, on the other
Chemistry merged with the School of Mines. hand, the term chemical engineering comes into

Another quarter century passed before any- use quite frequently in the latterhalf of the
thing significant occurred in the fields of chemical nineteenth century. True, the American pro-
technology or chemical engineering. The year 1881 fessional society was not formed until 1908, but
saw the formation of Britain's Society of Chemical this is largely due to the terrific organization and
Industry. Having an initial enrollment of 360, its influence of the American Chemical Society,
first secretary was George E. Davis. Davis is noted founded in 1876 ..
for being first in many areas, among them being The first engineering technology school in this
the first lecturer of chemical engineering in country was West Point, founded in 1802.
England, at Manchester Technical School in 1887, Rennsalear Polytechnic Institute followed in 1824.
and being the first writer of a chemical engineering Other institutions came quickly. Comparatively,
text, published in 1901, which was a compiliation chemical engineering education developed more
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Engineering Tribunal
Cordially Invites you to
The Engineering College Dance

WHEN: Saturday, March 1

TIME: 9 P.M. - 1 A.M.

WHERE: Terrace Ball Room
Newport K of C Hall

BAND: Greenwood, presently
playing at Stouffer's Inn

PRICE: $6.00 per couple

Price includes mixers, chips, pretzels and ice.
S.Y.G.B.

To order tickets:
Send the form below, check or money order,
and a self-addressed stamped envelope to:

Engineering Tribunal
643 Baldwin Hall
Mail Location #18
University of Cincinnati,
Cincinnati, Ohio 45221

or, Send this form along with payment and the
tickets will be held for you at the door.

<Q>..q-'<Q><Q>~<Q> Please Print <Q><Q><Q><Q><Q><Q><.Ql1

Name: §
Phone: _

§ Class & Year: _

§ I would like tickets for the 1975 Engineer-
~ ing College Dance. Enclosed is $ as i§ remittance for the above tickets.

Signature: _
~<Q>~<Q><Q><Q><Q><Q><Q><Q><Q><Q><Q><Q><Q>~<Q><Q><Q>J
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rapidly than did the earlier civil or mechanical. The nothing to speak of happened in Russia until the
first chemical engineering lecture was initiated in Communists gained control and developed industry
1888 at the Massachusetts Institute Of Techology and all matters relating to technical education. The
by William H. Walder, who would later be instru- Russian system runs quite unlike the American
mental in founding the American Institute of system. The schools do not instruct in chemical
Chemical Engineers and, in 1923, in conjunction engineering, but rather are divided into
with two others would publish the first American departments which handle the varied branches of
text on the theory of chemical engineering, Pri- the chemical industry, such as the silica industry
nciples of Chemical Engineering. In 1892 the and the manufacture of glass and synthetic rubber.
University of Pennsylvania opened a Department The government also sets up the trade organizat-
of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering, as did ions, which are equally specific. For example, there
Tulane in 1894 and the University of Michigan in are institutes of goal chemicals, wood chemicals,
1898. By 1925 the A.I.C.E. listed fourteen applied chemistry, fertilizers and insecticides, glass,
accredited institutions of chemical engineering, cement, food, oil, and plastics. There is no general
including M.I.T., the University of Cincinnati, society for Soviet engineers of any type.
U.M., Ohio State University, Case Institute of The training of chemical engineers has under-
Technology, and Carnegie Institute of Technology. gone many changes in style. As was previously
By 1936 the number of accredited schools was mentioned, initially all that was needed to qualify
twenty-four. By 1958 the number of accredited for the job was to be a professional in either
schools had increased by over six times that chemistry or mechanical engineering and to have a
amount. healthy knowledge of whichever you were not. As

In 1910 there were 869 undergraduate chern- it became more and more evident that this was not
ica1 engineering students comprising 3.7% of the enough, a college would generally extend its
total undergraduate engineering enrollment. In chemistry department to provide basic engineering
1935, approximately 10,780 students constitute courses. Unfortunately , the professor was no more
16.8% of the total, following only mechanical and of an engineer than the students. Basically, the
electrical engineers in number. Numbers have problem is in how to present the material. There
ranged consistently between 10 and 20% since, are three options 1) first years are concentrated on
with a total enrollment of 18,798 chemical engi- pure science and fundamentals with engineering
neering students in 1957. techniques applied later (this constitutes extension

The first real recognition and use of chemical of chemistry department); 2) the reverse, that is,
engineers comes during and after WWI, when there strictly engineering courses (mechanics, graphics,
was such a tremendous need for chemicals and strengths of materials, mathematics) given at first,
equipment. America prospered while Europe could followed by applied chemistry; or 3) simultaneous
only try to salvage what it could. Most of the development of the two disciplines. The latter
European emphasis remained upon the industrial method is generally held to be the best, as it
chemist, although Great Britain did form the presents no difficulties due to imbalance of train-
Institution of Chemical Engineers in 1922. ing or an inability to coordinate techniques.

In Gennany there was again a different philo- One reason a set curriculum was so hard to
sophy in regards to industrial chemists and chemi- establish was that by nature chemical engineering is
cal engineers. There, the chemist and the chemical vague. That is, it has no hard and fast rules to
industries have always been the objects of near follow, no "Plug-'em-in" solutions. The keys to
adulation. Few of those who were other than pure successful chemical engineering are inventiveness
scientists had any desire to establish a separate and an alert mind. Indeed, there are some twenty-
identity. In fact, in 1877, the Verein Deutcher -odd basis laws which provide the basis for the
Chemiker was founded by both the Academic and profession, such as the laws of material and everby
industrial chemists of the country. The V.D.C. balances, applied thermodynamics and kinetics,
came to have quite an organization. All members and unit operation (an operation pertenant to
received regular issues of the publication many industrial areas, i.e. distillation, heat
Ze itsch rift fur angewandte Chemie, established transfers, hydrogenation, polymerization), as well
1888, as well as issues of the Chemiker Zeitung, as various theories, such as kinetic theory, theories
1878, and the Chemische Industrie. America, too, of reaction rate, and quantum theory, but these do
had a supply of influential trade magazines. The little more than provide a starting point.
A.C.S.' Journal, long the by-work of American And so, in conclusion, the branch of engineer-
Chemical industry, was in the Late 1900's joined ing known as chemical engineering has proved to
by Chemical Abstracts and Industrial and Engineer- be an important element of the chemical industry.
ing Chemistry. The latter then split into two Somewhat slow to gain acceptance it is nonetheless
separate magazine, Chemical and Engineering News a positive engineering discipline. Its growth is
and Analytical Chemistry. directly a result of the emergence of chemistry, the

The development of chemical engineering in organization of the engineering profession, and the
the U.S.S.R. is even another story. Actually, growth of the chemical industries.
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ESSAY CONTEST SOVIET VERSUS U.S. TECHNOLOGY

Engineering students from University of Cin- Russia is ahead of the U.S. on educating and
cinnati, College of Engineering have been invited to hiring engineers and the U.S. leads the Soviet
participate in the third annual student essay Union with natural scientists and technicians,
contest sponsored by A.a. Smith-Inland Powder according to a leading Air Force analyst.
Metallurgy division, a national producer of forging Dr. Thomas Kridler, senior analyst with the
and molding grade alloy powders, EMP molding Foreign Technology Division, U.S. Air Force Sys-
and welding grade steel powders. terns Command at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base

A $1000 first place prize will be awarded to a in Dayton, Ohio, says Russia employs more than
student on the merits of a 1000 word essay twice as many engineers and graduates more than
covering any aspect of ferrous powder metallurgy. five times the number of engineers while the U.S.
Other awards include a $750 second prize, $500 graduates five times as many natural scientists and
third prize and $200 fourth, fifth and sixth prizes. does a "much better job" of training supportive

According to contest rules outlined by A.G. technical personnel.
Abbott, general manager, of the Powder Metallurgy Kridler evaluated the two nations from a techni-
division, term papers, research project reports, cal standpoint during a keynote speech for a com-
theses or other papers from students' regular class munitywide convocation-open house held recently
work are acceptable entries. All entries must be at the University of Cincinnati's downtown techni-
postmarked by midnight April 1,1975. cal college, the Ohio College of Applied Science.

The contest is open to University of He focused on a comparison of Soviet and U.S.
C in cinnati, College of Engineering studen ts technical manpower and training.
enrolled in a curriculum leading to a degree in any He indicated that "U.S.S.R. engineers are re-
of the engineering disciplines. Entry forms are quired to fill various allied jobs, as technicians,
available in the engineering school office. plant foremen, etc., as well as engineering and re-

search positions. In his training, however, the
Soviet engineer is rooted in his specialty to fit a
particular job in the economy and may remain in

CHANGES IN that position for 30-40 years - his work based on
P.D. II COURSE SCHEDULES habit rather ~han ~nnovation," Kridler said.

"U.S. cngmeenng students, on the other hand,
I respon e t p 1 b th E·· receive a more general background and acquire an s 0 a pro osa y e r.ngmeenng . f h . . 1·· h . b Th

C lIe e Trib 1 th C R 1 ti D··· h major part 0 t elr specia ization on t e JO. us,o g n una, e areer e a Ions ivision as ...
agreed to teach Professional Development II during they bec?me more creatl~e, flexible and c~n adjust
the Winter and Spring Quarters of the junior year. more easily .from o~e specialty to another.
In addition, Career Relations has elected to also The SOVIet Umo.n, as oppose~. to th~ U:S.,
offer the course in the Autumn Quarter so that strongly ~ncourages.Its women to tr~m as SCl~ntlsts
students will have the option of taking this and engineers. Kndler reports:. The r~tlO ~f
Engineering College required course in either the U.S.S.R. male-femaJ~ grqduat~s In these fields IS
Winter or Spring Quarter of their junior year, or 50:?0 as compared ~Ith 90-lOIn the .U.S. "
the Autumn Quarter of their senior year. This The ,,~oviet Umon,. for bette: or worse, ~e
change is now in effect, and the course is available add.ed, IS run by engineers. It IS a technocratic
to Engineering juniors in both the Winter and so~~ety: .
Spring Quarters of the current academic year. WhIl~ the U.S .. has domIna~ed the present

century In world SCIence leadership, the U.S.S.R.
aims to lead in that area during the 21st-century."
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D~:~;;~~~,~,
keep an eye ..~.~
on the time line?

To gain the competitive edge, the experts in downhill slalom have
this advice: ' 'Watch the time line-the fastest course line."

"In the race against time, if a skier slips off and goes too low in the
traverses, he'll lose precious seconds."

As you look to your future course, watch for the company whose
progress is on a time line with your own.

Ask companies about their expansion and modernization programs.
Find out if you're interested in the markets they're interested in.

If they have a position that fits the course you've set. If they promote from within.
Don't settle for salary and status quo. We don't. Pick a time at your college placement office.

Let's discuss your future. The Timken Company, Canton, Ohio 44706.
'I'imken" bearings are sold all over the world. Manufacturing in Australia, Brazil, Canada,

• -, England, France, South Africa and the U.S.A.i On your campus... ! An Equal Opportunity Employer (m/f).

I February 27,1975 I TIMKEN~ \
I A Timken Company representative I
II would like to talk with you! I REGISTERED TRADEMARK~------------------~
THE TIMKEN COMPANY MANUFACTURES TAPERED ROLLER BEARINGS, SPECIALTY ALLOY STEEL AND REMOVABLE ROCK BITS.



CONFIDENTIAL SAL.ARY
INFORMATION REQUESTED

The first of three issues of the 1974-75 College
Placement Council's Survey of Beginning Salary
Offers will be released in January.

The input of salary information that makes
the Survey possible is from 158 selected college
placement offices which report continually all
offers made to students. While employers are the
primary source of the report of offers, students are
asked to participate too.

The communication of offers are strictly and
confidentially between the employer, the student,
and the Career Relations office as neither the
student nor the employer is made known to the
College Placement Council. The element of privacy
is adherred to in all cases.

The U.C. Career Relations office is continuing,
as it has in past years, to play an important role in
making the CPC's Report one of national signifi-
cance.

Individual offers by senior and graduate stu-
dents can be reported by simply supplying the
following: Name, Major, Employer, and Monthly
Amount of the offer to the Career Relations
Department - attention of R. L. Murray.

BUILDING SECURITY NOTES

1. All Doors between Baldwin Hall and Rhodes
Hall and all en trances to both buildings will be
open as follows:

Mon. - Thurs 7:00 a.m. to 10:30 p.m.
Except during recess and vacation
periods (5:00 p.m. only)

Fri. 7:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Sat. 7:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Sun. 2:00 p.m. to 11 :00 p.m.

2. After the above hours admission to Rhodes Hall
will be only by Card trol at one of the following
stations:
a) 400 Level - Main Lob by; NE corner of Bldg.
b) 500 Level - Drive-in en trance, sou th end of

Bldg.
c) 600 Level - At interface stairs, north end of

Bldg.
d) 600 Level - Main entrance, Baldwin Hall

3. Registered studen ts in the Buildings at the time
of closing hours may remain until their work of
the day is appropriately concluded.

4. Anyone in the Buildings after closing hours shall
be expected to provide proper identification and
be prepared to state his mission to appropriate
officers.
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NEW OCAS PROGRAMS

Three cooperative Baccalaureate programs
in Electrical Engineering Technology, Mechanical
Engineering Technology, and Construction Man-
agement - will be available to qualified, full-time
day students at the University of Cincinnati's Ohio
College of Applied Science (OCAS), effective
Winter Quarter 1974.

According to OCAS Dean John C. Spille, the
additions signify new educational alternatives
unique in the Cincinnati area. The programs are
designed to educate technologists for immediate
job entry in fields of expanding need. Emphasis is
placed on problem-solving methods of science and
technology needed to bridge today's widening gap
between the technician and the theoretician or
engineer.

Now, two-year graduates from many accredit-
ed colleges including OCAS may go on to earn the
B.S. degree - daytime - in anyone of OCAS's
three advanced fields related to their training. A
parallel opportunity is offered in the OCAS eve-
ning division (the Ohio Mechanics Institute Eve-
ning College), where students may earn a B.S.
degree in the three subject areas while maintaining
full-time employment.

A major plus factor of the OCAS day Baccala-
ureate programs is the cooperative, work-study
plan enabling students to gain practical, on-the-job
experience. It gives them fuller understanding of
their classroom work and future careers. It also
helps them to finance their way through college.

For general information, phone Mr. Roy Van-
dergrift, OCAS Admissions Officer - 475-6506.
Questions of a more technical nature should be
directed to specific department heads: phone
475-6507.

"The advantages of study at OCAS are many,"
stresses Dean Spille. They stem from its distin-
guished 146-year history of providing technical
education in the Cincinnati area. (Thomas A.
Edison was a participant in the school and found
useful, as early as 1865, its extensive technical
library.) Today's students benefit as well from all
the facilities and attractions of a major university
in a metropolitan area, says Spille. Students from
out-of-town may live in residence halls on UC's
main Clifton campus, convenient to downtown.

OCAS is a charter member of the Engineers'
Council for Professional Development. The Univer-
sity of Cincinnati is fully accredited by the North
Central Assn. of Colleges and Secondary Schools.
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We use a lot of it. We buy some and generate some of our own.
We also fabricate transmission towers that carry power across the nation.

A career with Bethlehem isn't nec- openings in power qeneration, field Course" at your placement office.
essarily electrifying, but it is de- and shop engineering, production Or write: Director-College Rela-
signed to be meaningful. There are supervision, and quality and pro- tions, Bethlehem Steel Corporation,
lots of opportunities, not only for cess control work. Bethlehem, PA 18016.
E.E.'s and C.E.'s, but for many Watch for our recruiter's visit. --r- .
other types of engineers. Meantime, pick up a copy of our BETH4EHEht an equal opportunity
We'd like to talk with you about booklet "Bethlehem Steel's Loop STi
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The following essays have been written by Tau female and even less share his interests and meet
Beta Pi members as part of their induction to that his requirements. The engineer who dates his
organization. Although many were written, and all steady is the case where he has found someone
were good, we on the magazine staff have chosen with similar interests and is hesitant to try finding
the ones which showed universal appeal. someone else.

Are you future oriented? The engineer has
made up his mind early in life that he wants to be
that Almighty Engineer. He knows what he wants

THE SOCIAL CHARATERISTICS and is carrying out the necessary steps to get there.
OF THE ENGINEER Since school work is an important step, he takes

studying very seriously.
Engineers are often leaders in the few social

Bill Triplett groups they belong to. These groups are usually
EE '76 religious or charitable. They are leaders for two

reasons. One, they are willing to accept respon-
All of us know the engineer has certain social sibility and second, they are able to organize with

characteristics which sets him apart from the rest an analytical approach.
of the crowd. Most of us are familiar with these Lastly, the engineer leads a conservative life
differences but have not thought much about how style. He likes older ways and does little to
well we fit these 'typical' engineers' social charac- generate change. He prefers older cars and is more
teristics. Eight such characteristics are briefly the family man than the partier.
discussed below. See how many you personally Did you have most of the characteristics
have. mentioned? If so, you are justified in having the

First and often quite obvious is the engineer's title of Super Gear. If not, you probably must
appearance. Do you tend to dress conservatively? convince others that you are an exception to the
Often times the engineer will find some clothese renown social characteristics of the engineer.
that he particularly likes and will wear them until
they fall off his back. Other features include the
notorious hard black plastic glasses of the Sixties,
the calculator dangling from his belt, and the THE ENGINEERING "ATTITUDE"
halfway-over-the-ear haircut.

Do you ever find yourself talking about Steve ,Sandor
technical objects such as highway construction or ChE 76
car problems? Engineers enjoy technical talk but What attitudes does one run across in student
often over do it a bit in the presence of 'mixed engineers at the University of Cincinnati? What
company' which gives the engineering profession a motivates them to complete the rigorous course of
bad name in the social world. study? What does this attitude mean to the

Most engineers have a small group of close graduate?
friends. These friends are either technically The typical answer is engineering is a self-
oriented, usually fellow engineers, or long time satisfying profession. There is a constant challenge
'buddy' friends - friends that were formed in that engineers thrive upon. Engineering students
school. strive for self improvement and for a satisfying job

Do you have difficulty meeting and commun- when they complete their studies.
icating with new acquaintances? This is a common I contend, however, that when a student
problem of the engineer since he finds it hard to enroles in engineering at D.C. he does not really
think of things in common when socializing with know what he wants out of life. Engineering is just
new faces. a shot in the dark. A high school counselor or

Engineers' dating habits tend to be binomial; parent advises him to go into engineering and he
that is, either the engineer dates very seldom or does so.
dates his steady. The reason why he may not date The people who make it through the first two
is that he has not found someone that can tolerate years are usually the kind of people who have been
him and still meets all of his specifications. It's not told what to do all their lives and will put up with
that there are so few females with his interests but almost anything. Whatever else they may be - they
that he meets so few people of which few are are not quitters. Since engineering is what they
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started, that is what they will finish. The attitude While it is true that the student may pick up
at this point is "do the work because it is his special interest courses on his own he is
required." I feel safe in saying that in the prejunior generally doubly penalized if he elects this course
and junior years, students do not really care about of action on two different fronts, namely in higher
learning material. Getting through courses is the tuition rates and greater number of course hours
name of the game. Another trait of engineers at carried than his peers are carrying. (It is noted that
this point is that they do not like to cause trouble. the student competes against these peers in his
If there are inequitites in school or on the job, most important academic endeavors, namely his
student engineers are the first to complain required engineering courses, and the additional
(quietly) and the last to do anything about it. hours he is forced to carry will no doubt be
Third and fourth year students in general "do not reflected in his Q.P.A.) Most students are unwilling
give a damm about engineering" but are working to take such action and thus their non-engineering
like mad because that is what is required. interests go unattended. Such a state of affairs is a

By senior year the general attitude is get done blow to the HIS program; it is even contrary to the
as quickly as possible and with as little work as alleged purpose of the program, namely the devel-
possible. Senior engineers are tired of working and opment of a well-rounded engineer. The question
are easily discouraged. The motivation factor here as to why the engineer with the non-conforming
is the fact that it will all be over soon. Most feel a interests is prevented from pursuing these interests
degree in eingineering will get you a job upon arises. I propose that the present petition system
graduation and from there a person can work his be revamped and personal contact between the
way into the job he wants to stay with. Through petition board and the student in question be
co-op experience students have learned that it is initiated. The matter than becomes a subjective
easier to get ahead by who you know rather than one and does indeed place an additional burden on
by what you know. They have also found that the petition board but it is a burden they should
engineering is not as glamorous as it once sounded. accept willingly in the interests of developing a

In general, graduating seniors are tired of hard higher caliber engineer.
work, timid, and easily discouraged. If these While special interest courses are important, of
attitudes are carried over after graduation, trouble even more importance is the lack of interaction
is inevitable. Quick advancement does not come, between the undergraduate engineers and society.
discouragement sets in, and the right people never There is a large amount of raw talent in the College
hear about the dissatisfaction because the engineer that could be put to good use solving some of the
will not speak up. The alternative to this type of problems of the community that the City Planning
graduate is the well-rounded graduate. This is one Committee is to busy to attend to or is unwilling
who is willing to speak up for what he believes in or unable to appropriate sufficient funds for. Of
and gets involved in his profession. This spirit is course the problems would have to be kept within
not nurchered in the present course of study at this the limits of available talent but with minor
university and I feel it is the major short coming in assistance from the faculty there should be a host
our education. of problems that are available. I'm sure that you

are thinking that these community interaction
programs should be the function of the special
projects program. True, but almost any problem is

THE ENGINEER, HUMANITIES going to take a considerable amount of time to
AND SOCIETY solve or even get started on. Rather than burn up

an excessive number of special project hours and
M. F. Kelly rather than allow too few credit hours to the
M E '75 student, why not allow the overflow to be taken

. . up with HIS hours? The problem is going to
Currently at the University of Cincinnati, involve dealing with people (Management and

thirty hours of HiS credit is required to graduate. Psychology), most probably politicians (American
These thirty hours are not taken from random Government), budgets (Economics) and esthetics
courses but rather from a specific list with specific (Art, or at least some form of it hopefully).
requirements. The list is limited in its scope; the Depending on the project, additional analogies
system itself does however allow for a petitioning could be drawn; the point should be obvious. The
process whereby a course not listed may be taken engineer would get a taste of community responsi-
for HIS credit. My experience with this process has bility, the community would possibly look upon
been limited to only one inquiry that yielded a the University through a softer focus eye and the
negative response. The system seems to be lacking politicians would be happy because they were
in two areas: 1) it does not in general allow for under their budget and still got results. Everyone's
special interest courses such as sculpting, photo- happy and a more rounded engineer has been
graphy, etc. and 2) it does not provide the means turned out. Wasn't that the goal of the program in
for interaction with society. the first place?
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E. M. Fields

A new professor in the chemical engineering
department attempted to discover at what level of
education his first class stood.

Picking a student at random, he asked, "What
do you know about nitrates?"

"Well, they're cheaper than day rates," replied
the student.

"The people upstairs are very annoying,"
complained the student to his landlord.

"Last night they stomped and banged on the
floor until midnight."

"Did they wake you?" asked the landlord.
"No, luckily I was still up playing my tuba."

An old Indian chief was on his first visit to a
city and wandered into the lobby of a skyscraper.
Just then he saw an elderly woman walk into a
small room with a sliding door. A light flashed, the
door closed, and she was gone. A few minutes
later, the light flashed again, the door opened, and
out stepped a beautiful blonde. "Ugh," muttered
the old chief. "Should have broughtum squaw."

Salesman: "Sir, I have here something that's
guaranteed to make you the life of the party, allow
you to win friends and influence people, help you
forge ahead in the business world, and generally
make life a more pleasant and invigorating exper-
ience."

EE: "Okay, I'll take a fifth."
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"Are you sure this is your house?" the
policeman asked the thoroughly intoxicated man.

"Shertainly," said the drunk, "and if you'll
just open the door f'me, I'll prove it to you."

"You shee that piano?" the drunk began.
"Well thash mine. You shee that televishion set?
Thash mine too. Now come upshtairsh."

The police officer assisted the man as he
staggered up the stains. The man then opened the
first door they came to.

"Thish is my bedroom," he announced. "Shee
that bed? Shee the woman lying in the bed? Thash
my wife. An' shee that guy lying next to her?"

"I was about to ask you about him," said the
cop.

"Thash me!" replied the drunk.

News Item: One of our ME's recently won a
national design competition. He was awarded a
gold medal to commemorate his achievement.
During our interview he disclosed that he intends
to make this honor an event his family will always
be able to recall. He is going to have his medal
bronzed.
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We're looa for
meers who were
born to lead.

Are you the kind of engineer who has what it takes to move into management someday?
If you are, you already know it. '~."",-,,,,,,>:,iIiIIIlIlI"':<i-::,:.:,,,~~®l*~til'=!!·I~~.;::I@

Now what you need to know is which companies can offer you the best oppor-
tunities. We think you'll find General Electric is one.

We're a high technology company. And that means we have to have manag-/~
ers who understand technology-women and men-to runthe place.. ./d

Today, over 60% of the top managers at General ElectrIC hold technICalj;~.1
degrees. In fact, over 65% of the college graduates we hired last year held . ',,:4
tecQf~~~~~:-,7~:t leadership ability and a technical degree won't get ..l,._.,.,.,.::._••
you I~tOrna.nagement. FIrst, you'regoing to need SOlIdengmeermg '.::.:,,:.::ji'•.••••"'~ ..... ;
experience and a broad understanding of business. '.)::.:.II·~':

And we have a lot of ways to help you get It. :1:. r:>
One is our Manufacturing Management Program. A two-year

program of rotating assignments that gives you broad experience
with different products and manufacturing processes.

Another is our Engineering Program. For engineers with, an
interest in product and systems design and development.
There's also a Field Engineering Program, a Technical Market-
ing Program, plus a number of programs sponsored by product
operations.

And all with just one aim. Togive you all the responsi-
bility and all the perspective you need to move into man-
agement. As fast as you can manage it.

Of course, starting on a program isn't the only way
to make it into management at GE. If you have a
specific product interest, we have many direct-
placement opportunities that can get your career
started fast, too.

What kinds of products can you work on
at GE? Over 230,000 different ones.

Maybe nuclear power plants. Or
more efficient fossil-fuel plants. Or
better mass-transit systems. Or medical
equipment. Pollution controls.
Engineering plastics. Cleaner, quieter
jet-engines. Communications products.
You name it.'

Sound interesting? Why not
send for our free careers
brochure? Just write, General
Electric, Educational
Communications, WID,
Fairfield, Connecticut
06431.
Progress for People.

'GENERAL. ELECTRIC
An Equal Opportunity Employer.




